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UNDERSTANDING MARKET

What is a market?

A place or location where buyers and sellers meet together for buying and selling of commodities respectively .

Buyers objective is to fulfill their basic requirements or needs through buying of goods.
Sellers objective is to sell the goods for earning an income or profit.
Market driveg consumption in the society. The higher the earning capacity of people, the more the supply of
goods, hence higher the consumption and vice versa.
Money or people's buying capacity revolves the market and hence the economy. Another objective of market
could be to empower value purchase in the hands of the buyers i.e. at a bargain-able price while the sellers to reap
maiimum profit at low cost value purchase.

What are the characteristics of a weekly market?

Also referred to as Haat or local market.
ls primarily involved in selling of local produce.
More common in the rural and sub urban areas.
Has a prior fixed location un-changeable and timing to suit buying of local population.
Highy bargain-able.
Infrastructure cost low to hold weekly markets. Sometimes barren ground may be utilized for setting Haats.

Difference between Malls and shopping complex.

What is a shop in the neighbour-hood?
Also called as neighbourhood stores or convenience stores.
Caters to the need of daily consumption requirement such as groceries.
Highly trusted in locally due io acquaintance of 6ne another or closely attached.
Are un-organized and in ciuttered form.

MAU.S SHOPPING COMPLEX

Very organized forms of market. Unorganized
Caters to the needs of rich class Caters to the need of middle class

Infrastructurally well built- sometimes referred to a

point of shopping for all kinds of goods under one roof
Infrastructurally poorly built.

Air conditioned and hence more comfortable Low comfortable state.
Discounts, offers and freebies more common Low scope for promotions.
Highly involved in promotions and advertising Low utilization of advertising and branding.
Mostly branded and hence quality conscious people
visit them.
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Technologically advanced settings- metal detectors,
CCTv, Bar code systems

Technological assista nce poor.

Emergence of shopping malls due to globalization Local or traditional form of markets.
Multistoried- 1,- 2 storied
Entertainment galleries present. No scope for entertainment.
Modernized versions of structure. Structures of rectangular or square shaped inclined one

over the other,
Excellent class service Low quality service.
Promoted by companies or organizations Self owned business class people.



Grocery, eateries, toiletries, refreshments are the basic purchases.

Usually sold at marked retail price with no scope of offers.
ls predominantly family oriented business.
Has facility of home delivery at free cost to localized homes.

Sornetimes purchases are withoutpaying any money while the same due amount registered in the name of the
purchaser likely to be closed sometimes in future,

What are lnvlslble markets?

A kind of market where the buyer and seller hardly meet (in virtually state)ever, yet the product delivery rendered

thereafter shopping to h'ome through online money transactions. The modern technology has enabled many to
register online and involve self in online shopping through browsing of products at company's websites. In order'to
accomplish the same technology assistance ii ieqdired in the form of computers, internet connectivity, modem

etc. Also referred to by various terminologies - direct order, E,commerce, order on phone or online purchase.

Low scope of one's to and fro movement to any form of shop makes it invisible.

What is a chain of market?

Buying of pr6ducts for sale by customers surpassing certain stages at prior- from manufacturer to Whole-sellers to
Trader and then to Retailer.
A manufacturer is involved in production or manufacturing of products involving capital, manpower and resources.
A whole-seller involves buying them in bulk from manufacturer while storing the same at go-downs only to be sold
further to Trader,
Traders are large retailers who sell the goods In the hands of customers,

Are markets equal?

Markets are largely segregated on the choice of customers.
The buying potentiality of the customers as well defines this segregation.
Low potential buyers throng to markets that are value driven, cost conscious, poor quality oriented, non branded,
and lack differentiation.
High potential buyers throng to markets that are high price driven, not
branded, and possessing high scope for differentiation.

cost conscious, high quality oriented,


